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The Shark class have only another 2 more months until they finish up at Marshall and move onto 
bigger things. The amount of work the students put in is proof in how they have progressed over 
their 2 years of learning. Some may have progressed more and faster for their dedicated efforts 
outside of school as well as their concentration in classes. Those that feel less motivated will not 
leave empty handed either though, all the students have learned some valuable lessons about 
growing up and how to interact with peers and adults alike. They have also made many friends 
and learned new ways to play and how to make friends. Behaviour can be one of the most 
important things for a youngster to learn, and they have all done very well to remember the 
importance of being nice to one another.  
 
Reading 
Reading seems to come easily for just about all the students now and during reading activities that 
allow them to earn rewards for doing well, they have all been trying really hard to win as much as 
possible. Sometimes some of the students forget to keep up and  follow nicely, pointing carefully 
and when they fall behind, get lost or lose points they quickly realise.   
Please continue to review books with your kids at home and especially on the weekends, the 
shortest amount of time makes the biggest amount of difference. Consistent practice will make for 
amazing progress long term.  
This month’s books we will look at:  
Week 1 - “Sammy the Turtle” 
Week 2 - “Sleepy Bear” 
Week 3 - “Don’t be Late” 
Week 4 - “Make 10” 
 
Core Material  
In May we will start a new story after finishing off “The Nice Mitten” and soft ‘c’ and soft ‘g’, which 
will be back to long vowels ‘o’, ‘u’ and ‘e’ in a story called “Life at Home”. Which will give 
interesting contrasts between how people used to run their homes long ago and how we live 
these days, also what things are the same.  
 
Phonics 



 

 

I have already shared with you how we have been practicing more independent work in our 
books, which after the students have been shown briefly the topic being covered and some group 
exercises, they then set to completing the allocated pages in the book on their own. We have had 
great success with this so far for most students, and is forcing others who are more reliant on 
being given the answers to try and work it out for themselves.  
Our next set of topics that we will revise and introduce however are: 
Vowel digraphs - ‘au’, ‘aw’,  
Vowel diphthongs - ‘ou’, ‘ow’  
Contractions - …. + not = ...n‘t  ;  am, is, are = ‘m, ‘s, ‘re 
   …. + will = …’ll 
 
Workbook Jump 2 
The kids have all enjoyed the exercises in this series, they are quite easy for them now, and when 
things are easy we enjoy completing them more than when it’s too hard. Keeping things a little bit 
challenging in any case to make sure that we continue to progress nicely too. The students have a 
similar attitude to this book as they do with the phonics book and I will let them do on their own 
for exercises that I feel they are ready to do so.  
 
Week 1: Numbers 20 - 60, prepositions 
Week 2: Review days of the week, grammar review   
Week 3: Places and locations 
Week 4: Practice - next to, behind, in front of  
 
Writing 
The ‘Write Now!’ book has been the hardest material to work through for the kids and they have 
done well to try their best at completing all the exercises as accurately as possible. While I dont 
think any of the students can do these pages on their own, their input during classroom 
discussions has been great. I have elicited answers and helped others along until we eventually 
complete the scheduled tasks. This work has provided a greater sense of language exposure and 
for those ready to absorb the more difficult concepts of the language, then this work has 
benefited them the most, while others will still have good practice at sentence construction, 
writing (obviously) and conversation. In May we will look at how to talk about a day at school, this 
will be particularly relevant and the kids should be eager to learn about time and place and 
activities in sequences and lists.    
 
MPM Math (Multiple Practice Module) 
The MPM Math series focuses a lot on a variety of daily problem solving strategies, not just math, 
although counting plays a large role in the functions of the guided stories through a variety of 
topics, including farming, travel, colour coordination, baked goods, sweets, exploring and many 
more. These also provide great material for conversation practice, including but not limited to: 
what fruit and vegetables do you like, I like…. and have you ever picked or planted…. and have you 
ever taken a plane or been on a bus or or or…..  
Week 1 - Function corresponding and addition subtraction exercises 
Week 2 - Clock face - analog and digital, concepts o’clock and half clock 
Week 3 - Chronological order 
Week 4 - Recognition of inequalities symbols and quantitative comparisons  
 
Spelling  



 

 

You can help your children greatly by just simply reviewing the weekly list with them, sounding the 
word and spelling it together, at least just once a day and on weekends, not making a big deal of it 
or taking time out of your day, just quickly revise a word or two here and there will help plenty 
enough.   
 
This months spelling vocabulary are: 
Week 1: pouch, plow, house, oil, foil, sound, brown, cloud, crown, few  
Week 2: movie, theatre, station, airport, church, we’ve, wasn’t, you’re, won’t, you’ve 
Week 3: He’ll, she’ll, he’s, she’s, couldn’t, can’t, I’m, I’ve, I’ll, between 
Week 4: January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November, 
December 
 
Conclusion 
Thank you to all the parents for helping to teach the kids outside of school and for encouraging 
students to try their best. All efforts are appreciated however form that they come in. As always if 
you have any concerns or suggestions, please let us know, Teacher Chacha communicates with 
you all daily and relays everything to me as well.  
 
Thanks  
Teacher Justin 
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